OUR WORK IN 2019

SIGNED INTO LAW: 621 miles

LEGISLATION INTRODUCED: 843 miles

ADMINISTRATIVELY PROTECTED: 240 miles

IDENTIFYING ELIGIBLE SEGMENTS ON: 11 National Forests, BLM Field Offices, Forestry, Fire and State Lands, and National Monuments

NEW RELEASES: 4 Rivers, 45 miles

NEW RELEASE AGREEMENTS: 2 Rivers, 17 miles

COLLABORATIVELY MANAGED: 31 Rivers, 580 miles

FLOW STUDIES: 6 Rivers, 56 miles

ACCESS PROGRESS: 2 Rivers

NEW STREAM GAGES: 2 Rivers

NEW RIVER ACCESS GUIDE: In partnership with NPS and RMS

MESSAGES SENT TO LAWMAKERS: 1,648

COMMENTS SENT TO LAND MANAGEMENT AGENCIES: 2,802

MEETINGS WITH LAWMAKERS: 100+ policymaker meetings

COURT VICTORIES: Right to paddle –Vermont Supreme Court

VOLUNTEER HOURS: 6,261

MEMBERS: 5,828 (50,000+ Supporters)

AFFILIATE CLUBS: 91

PRO-BONO LAWYER HOURS: 100+

YOUR SUPPORT IS OUR FUEL